To let introduce concept of error into statistics a central value (unknown true value) of error distribution is required then mean squared error can not be based (present status) on (true) random variable. In this paper mean squared error of mean estimation is introduced and mean squared error of estimation is dismissed.
Origin
Let us consider (e.g. for j = n + 1) variance of the difference R j of two random variables: V j andV j , where E{V j } = E{V j } = m, in the terms of covariance
where the sign of terms corresponds to solution for symmetric matrix ρ ii (e.g. for i = 1, . . . , n) of correlations with non-positive off-diagonal elements and unit diagonal elements (up) or to solution for symmetric matrix ρ ii of correlations with non-negative off-diagonal elements and unit diagonal elements, auto-estimation, white noise (down). The unbiasedness constraint (I condition)
The minimization constraint
produces n equations in the n + 1 unknowns: kriging weights ω i j and a Lagrange parameter µ j (II condition)
give the minimized variance of the field V j under estimation
) and these two conditions produce n + 1 equations in the n + 1 unknowns 
The field under estimation
Let us consider the field V j under estimation
with minimized variance of the field V j under estimation
Generalized least squares solution
and a disjunction of the minimized variance of the field V j under estimation
where: F = (1, . . . , 1) ′ , ω = (ω 1 , . . . , ω n ) ′ , Λ = Λ ′ = ρ ii ; i = 1, . . . , n, has the least squares solution
Remark. Since the least squares solution is only proper for n → ∞, when lim n→∞ ξ = 0 , in practice the best linear unbiased solution for the mean has to minimize variance of the estimation statistics (mean squared error of mean estimation)
Approach to simple statistics (conclusion)
For white noise
Remark. Precession of arithmetic mean can not be identical to 0 cause a straight line fitted to high-noised data by ordinary least squares estimator can not have the slope identical to 0. For this reason the estimator of an unknown constant variance 1 n sum of deviation squares in fact is the lower bound for precession of the minimized variance of the field under estimation E{[(V j − m) − (V j − m)] 2 } = σ 2 1 + 1 n to increase 'a bit' the lower bound for n → ∞ we can effect on weight and reduce total counts n by 1 because 1 is the closest positive integer number to 0 so it is easy to find the closest weight such that 1 n − 1 > 1 n − 0 then the so-called unbiased variance 1 n − 1 sum of deviation squares in fact is the simplest estimator of minimized variance of the field under estimation.
